
SriLanka-Singapore Economic Relations

The National Day of Singapore is
celebrated annually on August

9th to commemorate Singapore
becoming an independent state
in 1965.Thisyear, marks the 50th

anniversary of Singapore's
separation from Malaysia. In
recognition of this landmark
event, the socio-economic

relationship between SriLanka
and Singapore, which spans

more than a century, is
discussed, highlighting current

bilateral trade, investment,
tourism and migration flows.
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Figure 1:Trade between Sri Lanka and Singapore, 2004-2014

Trade

Trade between the two

countries has strengthened in

recent times with total trade

between the two countries

amounting to US$1431 million in

2014 compared to US$ 813

million a decade back in 2004

has developed into

important source of imports for

Sri with SingaporeLanka

becoming an important

entrepot port in the region. It is

now the 4 and the UAE and

accounts for 6.5 per cent of the

country's total imports the

largest petroleum refiners in the

world, imports from Singapore

into Sri Lanka are dominated by

the import of petroleum

products (see Table for other

key trading products between

the two countries).

Sri Lanka's exports to Singapore

over the past decade have

an

increased from US$82 million in

2004 to US$141 million in 20143

and was the 17th most

important export destination in

2014 (also see Figure 1).

Nevertheless, the share of

exports as a percentage of

total exports has seen a

decline in the past 5 years,

from 5.9 per cent in 2010 to 1.3

percent in 2014. The main

export products over this

period has been, cruise ship,

cargo ship, barges; wheat

flour; petroleum oil (not crude);

new pneumatic tyres; rubber;

and tea.

a

While there were exploratory

talks in on

trade, investment

integration of South

and South East

regions. Currently, SriLanka

and Singapore are not

party to any common

bilateral or

agreements.

The private sector

nevertheless formed

bilateral Business

under the Ceylon

Chamber of Commerce in

1997 with the

objectives of

trade, tourism

services; joint ventures;

exchange of information

on trade and investment;

and coordinating

meetings with business

organizations between the

two countries. As such,

business delegations,

2003

Comprehensive Economic

networking events

others are organized by

the Sri Lanka-Singapore

Business Council (SLSBC)

20

Partnership Agreement (CEPA)

between the two countries

followed by a second round of

discussions in February 2004,

no significant progress has

been made since then. Talks

on CEPA were initiated with a

view of enhancing bilateral
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whose membership Bathiudeen, Minister of Industry

constitutes of both Sri and Commerce of Sri Lanka

Lankan and Singaporean together with Excellency K.

companies, to facilitate

business between the two

countries. A Memorandum

of Understanding (MoU)

was also signed between

the Singapore Business

Federation and the Sri

Lanka-Singapore Business

Council in May 2012

witnessed by Rishad

Shanmugam, Foreign Minister

and Law Minister of

Singapore, at the time.

Investment
Singapore has also been an

important foreign investor in Sri

Lanka in the past two decades

and has consecutively been

among the top 10 investors in

recent times (see Table 2).

Singapore firms have been

active in areas such as property

development (Overseas Reality

Ceylon Ltd), tourism (Shangri La

Hotels), food and beverage

processing (Prima Ceylon, Asia

Pacific Breweries), and

telecommunications (Lanka

Bell). Sri Lanka has had a series

of events aiming at promoting

Singaporean investment in Sri

Lanka with the most recent

delegation organized by the

Board of Investment in Sri Lanka

in collaboration with the Bank of

Mizuho, Singapore taking place

in February 2015. Some of the

areas in which investors from

Singapore have expressed

interest include warehousing

facilities and logistics, service

apartments, furniture

manufacturing, oversees

training centres for

construction workers, fire

safety engineering for

buildings, solar solutions, sand

bridging and furniture.

Likewise, Sri Lanka has

identified infrastructure,

BPO/IT and ITenable services

and educational institutes,

tourism, gems and jewellery,

and hospital and health care

as targeted sectors for

attracting FDI from

Singapore.

Singaporean investments in

Sri Lanka are protected

through the constitution of Sri

Lanka with the signing of the

Bilateral Investment between
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Ships, boats and other Mineral fuels, oils, distillation
floating structures products, etc

2 Mineral fuels, oils, 16.3 Machinery, nuclear reactors, 52.7
distillation products, etc boilers, etc

3 Rubber and articles 8.1 Electrical, electronic 36.9
thereof equipment

4 Coffee, tea, mate and 6.8 Plastics and articles thereof 27.3
spices

5 Pearls, precious stones, 6.5 Miscellaneous chemical 18.5
metals, coins, etc products

6 Electrical. electronic 6.2 Organic chemicals 13.5
equipment

7 Articles of apparel. 6.1 Cereal, flour, starch, milk 12.0
accessories, not knit or preparations and products
crochet

8 Aircraft, spacecraft. 6.1 Tanning, dyeing extracts, 11.4
and parts thereof tannins, derivs, pigments, etc

9 Machinery, nuclear 6.0 Paper and paperboard, 11.1
reactors, boilers, etc articles of pulp, paper and

board
10 Milling products, malt, 5.2 Optical. photo, technical, 7.2

starches, inulin, wheat medical. etc apparatus
gluten

SriLanka and Singapore in 1980. Singapore attracted 15

The two countries also signed a million tourists in 2013 and the

(Figure 2). According to

statistics published by the

Double Taxation Avoidance earnings from the tourism Singapore Tourism Board, Sri

Agreement in May 1979 (revised related activities brought in $ Lankan tourist arrivals

in 2014) which incorporate 24 million, accounting for 4 Singapore witnessed

provisions to enhance trade per cent of GDP5. Skillfully impressive growth of 15 per

and investment flows between implemented strategies, cent in 2013, which is

the two countries by reducing creative planning along with greater than the overall

taxes on dividends, interest and

royalties.

Tourism

the efficient use of resources

and smart marketing, have

contributed to the

growth of tourist arrivals to

the country in that year (7

per cent). In the global

context. Sri Lanka is ranked

20th out of 46 countries, in

terms of the total passenger

arrivals to Singapore during

overwhelming performance

of the tourism industry of

Singapore. factors

2013.

Majority of SriLankan tourists

visit Singapore primarily for

leisure. tourist

These

have been instrumental in

making Singapore one of the

main tourism capitals in Asia.

Sri Lankan tourist arrivals to

Singapore have been

growing at a steady level

throughout the past decade.

An escalation of Sri Lankan

passenger traffic

Main

attractions include

parks, picturesque

Singapore can be observed

particularly after 20096

museums, luxury hotels,

shopping centres and so
to

provideon, which

justification as to why Sri

Lankan families travel to
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The visa on arrival facility has

resulted in steady growth of

Sri Lankan passengers

travelling to Singapore

throughout the past decade.

More specifically, the highest

number of passengers of Sri

Lankan tourists was recorded

in 2013 amounting close to

100,000.Changi International

Airport, which is the main

airport in Singapore, is used

as a transit hub by Sri Lankan

passengers travelling to

Singapore and beyond.

While Sri Lanka's tourist

industry has been growing

remarkably in recent times,

out of the total of 1.2 million

passenger arrivals to the

country, Singaporean tourists

represent 1.2 per cent of the

total. Currently, while China

accounts for the highest

number of tourist arrivals from

East Asia to Sri Lanka,

Singapore occupies the fifth

2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013
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Figure 2: Tourism Arrivals between Singapore and SriLanka

spot in the East Asian region in

2013 given the size of

population. Majority of

Singaporean tourists come to

SriLanka for pleasure purposes,

which has seen a significant

growth in recent times past7

(Figure 3). Moreover, a notable

growth in the number of

passengers travelling to Sri

Lanka for pleasure and

business purposes from

Singapore can be seen after

2009 with the conclusion of the

Singapore signed an Open

Skies Agreement in 2005

which allows airlines of both

countries to operate

passenger flights between

and beyond Sri Lanka and

Singapore without restrictions

concerning to capacity,

routing or aircraft type8. As of

June 2015, a total of 26

weekly frequencies of flights

from Colombo to Singapore

are in operation. Out of the

total frequencies, Sri Lankan

Airlines operate 19 weekly

flights and up to 2-3 flights

per day while Singaporean

Airlines operate the

remaining 7 flights. Other

airlines serving Sri Lanka and

Singapore include Emirates

civil war.

Tourist flows between the two

countries have been

facilitated by excellent air

connectivity/links developed

over the years. Sri Lanka and
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Labour
Migration
Labour migration between Sri

Lanka and Singapore dates

back to the colonial period.

As a matter of fact, five

migratory phases can be

identified between the two

countries9. The first phase,

which took place in the late

19th century, witnessed a

movement of merchants and

many educated Ceylonese

to Malaya. More specifically,

2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006 2008 2009 2010 2011 20122013
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Figure 3: Purposes of Travel- Singapore Tourists Visiting Sri
Lanka

educated Jaffna Tamils, who percentage of

gained employment within acquiring

the British administration in Malaya

citizenship

following

Ceylon, through their recruitment of a

force,excellent performance in labour

public service examinations,

fulfilled the need for skilled

staff proficient in English in

Malaya. In addition, the

comprised of 10,000

and unskilled men who went

on to represent

"rubber rush" in Malaya Royal Pioneer Corps

Ceylonese section of

paved the way for Tamils to

work in the rubber estates of

Malaya. In the second phase

(1945-1950), thousands of

Ceylonese returned to their

homeland fearing for their

future in Malaya after the end

of World War II, when the

military operations. The third

phase took place in the post

colonial period

when ethnic

intensified in Sri

saw the emigration of many

Sri Lankan engineers, doctors

and lawyers, while Singapore

nation suffered economically welcomed the

and psychologically. The late

1940s witnessed a small
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Figure 4: Departures for Foreign Employment to Singapore by
Gender

these professionals

becoming a

nation in 1965.

phase (1980s) experienced a

surge of domestic workerson

temporary contracts

travelling to Singapore, due

to the liberalization of the Sri

Lankan economy

promoted

employment. This
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Myanmar. The recent flow of

Sri Lankan domestic workers

to Singapore is in contrast to

the initial wave of Sri Lankan

Fig~re5: Percentage of Total Departures for Foreign Employment emigrants who occupied the
to Singapore by Manpower Level- 2012 higher echelons of

. 54.59%
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.Skilled
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• Unskilled

• Housemaids

complemented by the need

for foreign domestic workers in

Singapore. Finally, the fifth

phase saw an influx of Sri

Lankan professionals who

opted for permanent

residency in Singapore in the

beginning of the 21st century.

According to latest statistics

from the Sri Lankan Bureau of

Foreign Employment, just

under a thousand Sri Lankans

travelled to work in Singapore

in 2012, showing a declining

trend over the last decade 10

(Figure 4). Of these workers,

females accounted for more

than 75 per cent of total

workers to Singapore in 2012.

Furthermore, a large portion

of the Sri Lankan migrant

wo~e~ to Singapoffi

comprise of housemaids 11

(Figure 5). About 55 per cent

of total departures for

foreign employment to

Singapore in 2012 were

housemaids, followed by

unskilled

skilled

workers,

workers

clerks,

and

professionals. In fact, Sri

Lanka is amongst top source

of maids in Singapore

with Indonesia,together

Philippines, India and

government and businesses.

In fact, Singapore's modern

day development and

growth have been

significantly contributed by Sri

Lankan migrants, especially in

the public administration of

the country, as highlighted by

Lee Kuan Yew: "In the early

days of Malaysia's and

Singapore's history, the civil

service and the professions

were manned by a good

number of Ceylonese. Even

today the Ceylonese

community continues to play
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other fields of civil life". Some

prominent people of Sri

Lankan origin in Singapore

include: Mr. Sinnathamby

Rajarathnam, who is

regarded as one of the

founding fathers of

independent Singapore

along with Lee Kuan Yew

and Goh Keng Swee in

195412 . He also served as the

country's first Foreign Affairs

minister {1965-80}. Similarly,

Mr. Thorman

Shanmugorathnam is the

current Deputy Prime Minister

of Singapore, and he is also

Minister of Manpower in 2011.

Another notable personality

is the great grand-son of B. P.

De Silva, Mr. Sunil

Amorasuriya. This firm

founded by B. P. de Silva

played a critical role in

ensuring that business grew

from a small jewellery

business on High Street to a

conglomerate with a range

of businesses today.


